
 

@ Robert MacKay, Clark College Physics & Meteorology 

Energy Balance Game: 

 

See Youtube Intro YouTube intro and hints to game 

Introduction:  Scientists often use climate models to help them better understand Earth’s 

climate system.  Comparing model generated simulations with recorded past global 

temperature fluctuations can help scientists better understand what may have actually caused 

these climate fluctuations.  Once climate scientists gain confidence in the ability of a model to 

simulate real variations in global temperature, they can then use the model to make predictions 

about the future climates.   In this challenge you will use a relatively simple climate model to 

match a “recorded” graph of temperature over a 50 year period.  There are a total of 5 games.  

In each game (click on game1 through game 5 buttons to access a particular game)  a graph of 

temperature over a 50 year span is show.  You have to vary the input values of the model and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2m7OTv-cAc
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run the model using any of the Run buttons to get the model simulation to match the 

“recorded” temperature graph for each game.  

When you get a good match (or pretty good match) save your results as follows. 

1.  Press the Alt and Print-Screen buttons on your computer simultaneously 

2. Open MS word  and write you team name at the top and then press enter a few times 

3. press the Crtl-V keys simultaneously (or use the Paste command) to paste the screen 

into word.  See this video on how to manage MS Word Document size 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SU0y7-TOHeI  

4. Write a short statement as to what you had to change in the model to get your fit. 

5. Leave Word open so you can easily paste the results of your next game into the 

document and write a short statement as to what you had to change in the model to get 

your fit. 

6.  Do as many games as you can before the time is up. 

 

The URL of the game is :   

http://www.atmosedu.com/Geol390/physlets/GEBM/EBMGame.htm  

 

Scoring:   

Game 1   0-2 pts   Game 2   0-3 pts   Game 3   0-3 pts   Game 4   0-3 pts   Game 5   0-6 pts 

 

As a backup, record what you changed in each game to get your best match in the space 

below.  Turn-in your results when due. 

Game 1 

 

 

Game 2 

 

 

Game 3 

 

 

Game 4 

 

 

Game5 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SU0y7-TOHeI
http://www.atmosedu.com/Geol390/physlets/GEBM/EBMGame.htm

